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GRAND CANYON
I am the Grand Canyon.
My other names are Beethoven and Wagner,
Immortal as Sorrow, deathless as Love.
My solitudes are limned in muted symphonies,
My Silences are organ-toned,
And the Stars above my head are jeweled fingers of the Night
That touch octaves of the winds that sing my threnodies.
I am a dissonance of aeons crashing their epochs
In countless Iliads of eternity.
I am the wild music of the Valkyries,
Halted in the Heavens and hushed into stone.
I am the symphony Egmont played on flutes of granite.
I am an untold tragedy of the ages :
I am a deep wound in the heart of the Rockies
Like the wound in the breast of Lincoln, seen through the mist
of years.
My twilight is the morning of the Gods:
I was Before and shall be After.
I am the sequestered haunts of Zarathustra,
And the flaming words of his high priest Nietzsche
Chilled to stone in the frozen horror of his pitiless benedictions.
I spanned the arc of the fallen angels,
And the outstretched wings of Lucifer in their flight from
Paradise.
I hold no ending of life and no beginning of death,
My joys and sorrows are immutable and eternal:
Within my marble halls
Belshazzar still revels in his fleshly feasts,
While through my moonlit passes
The battered hosts of Ghengis Khan are forever retreating.
I am a voice that keeps repeating "There is a God."
I am the cradle of all superstitions;
Atheism never reared her unbelieving head
Amidst my whisper-haunted sanctuaries.
I am ten thousand cathedrals rolled into one
Awaiting the coming of some dim Pagan Zeus
To summon humanity to its last eternal Valhalla.
My winding balustrades ascend far away into the Past;
My cyclopean pillars are holding up the towers of the Present;
My Golgothian cornices frown upon the Future.
I am the Apollo of all earthly dominions;
The Sun is my looking glass, and the far off Niagaras are my
laughter.
.
I am a greater world fashioned by some greater God :
The phantasmagor of some mad Angelo eclipsing Dante in stone.
I am a lost continent, cathedral-gaunted, ruin-enchanted,
untenanted.
I am the wonder world of the people who live in the Stars,
My invisible inhabitants once lived in the Moon.
I am the Grand Canyon.

ABOUT ALFRED BRYAN
Alfred Bryan was one of America's most popular song writers in the first quarter of this century. Among songs
of his that America sang were Peg 0' My Heart; Come Josephine In My Flying Machine; Oui Oui, Marie;
Danger In Your Eyes Chene; Lorraine, My Beautiful Alsace Lorraine; and many others. On a trip through
Arizona many years ago he visited Grand Canyon and in his son's words "he was overcome with the beauty
he saw." His " Grand Canyon," which we publish here, was how our Canyon impressed a great song writer.
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BY JERROLD G. WIDDISON

JOHN WESLEY POWELL
Wherever we look there is but a wilderness
of rocks - deep gorges where the rivers are lost
below cliffs and towers and pinnacles, and ten thousand strangely carved forms in every direction, and
beyond them mountains blending with the clouds.
.. . ].W.P.
Existence .. . Time . .. Power . ..
These are the qualities of the universe visible in the
mighty canyons of the Colorado River. Existence, because
here the vast reality of rock plateaus, terraces, buttes, lies
bare and unadorned- the substance of the earth more visible
here than anywhere else .... Time, because to a thoughtful
mind, the existence of these rocks had beginnings in vanished
seas - seas ancient beyond imagination - and the dramatic
land sculptured from them had beginnings only slightly more
recent. . . . Power, because irresistible, incalculable forces
created these rocks, and hardened them, raised them, shattered them, wore them, washed them away, and left the vast
endless land as it is.
Existence, time, and power were also the lessons of
nature that John Wesley Powell learned in the land of the
Colorado River. They are "things" which he alone first saw
here, for he was first to brave these incomparable canyons.
And they were things which he alone could grasp and find
meaning in, for he was a man who could see and think and
wonder about the earth as few men can. Powell could understand how the canyons were formed, and when; here he
could glimpse the essence of existence and time and power,
and could formulate it into new revelations of the earth.
These were important lessons, yielding new knowledge.
Powell could go still further, could expand his understandings of the earth to an understanding of men's efforts,
to see men in a scheme of natural things, to see how to use
the earth to benefit men. Somehow he could both learn and
fold into himself that which he learned, and then see how
it mattered.
John Wesley Powell was in fact a man of extraordinary
intellect, knowledge, energy, imagination, and action - a
man who knew the natural, physical world and the worlds
of men and affairs, and who combined all his understandings
in the service of his country. H e was not only the explorer
of the Colorado River - though that is his greatest fame but one who made his daring voyage the cornerstone of a
career devoted to science and learning and public service.
As director of the U.S. Geological Survey and the Bureau of
American Ethnology (both of which he essentially founded) ,
he provided whole new directions for the functioning of the
American government - scientific study, conservation, and
management of natural resources, and also study and appreciation of the Indians who had been here in the beginning.
He was the man who made a place for science and learning
in the federal government.
Powell was an all-around scholar, an intellectual, an
operator, one who knew what he was doing and why. The
I ssons of the Colorado he deliberately learned, as he learned
verything he knew. And because what he learned and did
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was new - often too advanced for his time - he was a man
for a unique position in American history.
Hence although his first dramatic voyage down the
Colorado River, a century ago, was the great highlight of
his career, it was the beginning, not the culmination. When
this year the American people celebrate Powell's voyage,
they celebrate it not as a single daring event, but because
of where Major Powell went from there.
The story of Major Powell of course begins more than
a century ago, when he was a boy in the pioneer country of
Ohio and Wisconsin and Illinois. He was born in 1834, a
little later than Abraham Lincoln, but in the same sort of
rural country and after the same mold. His youth was indeed
much like that of Lincoln, a hard life of work on the farm,
moving from place to place, summer jobs on the Mississippi,
with every spare moment devoted to such learning and books
as he could get. Powell had a drive and interest that apparently rose almost entirely from within himself. Unlike Lincoln, however, his interest was not in law and government,
but in science. His young manhood was one of unsettled
travels, attendance of at least three tiny colleges, teaching
school, collecting fossils - anything and everything that
might add up to a scientific education.
Before he could fairly do anything, however, the Civil
War erupted. He volunteered himself to the Union army as
a private, in 1861, and rose quickly in the ranks. But a year
later, at the battle of Shiloh, his right arm was shattered by
gunfire, and had to be amputated. Yet Powell returned to
battle as soon as he could, and rose to major. And when the
war was over, he went home to start life over again - one of
thousands of weary, maimed young men, but one not
daunted. Powell soon joined the faculty at Illinois Wesleyan
University, and then Illinois Normal University, which positions might have been tame except for his own energy. He
had ideas that would take him far afield, and the loss of his
arm was seemingly no hindrance to his ambition.
In 1868 he scraped together a little exploring party students, friends, fiancee - which made its way west to
Denver and then on through the mountains of northern
Colorado. On this trip Powell was the first person ever to
climb Long's Peak, the majestic high summit that now
crowns Rocky Mountain National Park. His party had various scrapes and tangles, which resulted more from inexperience than the rough country. And it managed to make a few
collections of plants and animals for the museums back home.
But the main achievement - it was apparent from the start
-was to whet the Major's appetite and turn him to the life
and interests he would thereafter know.
He had started. For the next year he again wangled
just enough support that he could take the field ; this time
he made a few contacts in Washington, to the extent that
he got permission to draw supplies at military posts where
he would stop. It was a small stake upon which to fasten
his daring and drive, but such a way of doing things was
part of the daring.
The incredible part, however, was that he was bent on
launching his voyage of the Colorado River that very summer. It is remarkable that he should do such a thing at all,
but to do it so early in his exploring career is doubly amazing.
As an explorer he was only a sophomore, yet here in the early
summer of 1869 he was in Green River City, Wyoming,
setting out on the river which he had first seen only one
summer before.
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An amphitheater in the Red Wall , Kaibab Not that Powell was totally unprepared. He had actually studied and readied himself much. His whole life had
been preparation, and he already glimpsed beyond the
known lessons of the earth. Moreover, he knew his purpose,
he knew how to accomplish it, and he knew his chances.
He knew where the Colorado River and its tributary, the
Green, plunged into the canyon country, and he knew where
it came out at the Grand Wash Cliffs in Arizona; and he
could speculate what lay between.
And yet he knew little. His was daring arising from
within, and controlled only to the extent his person and his
resources permitted.
And so he set out on the first trip through all the canyons of the Colorado, to find what was there, to find what
no one knew, and to brave such perils as he might find. The
sheer bravery of Powell's voyage cannot be overstated. He
and the inexperienced men he gathered up for the task
entered an unknown, uninhabitable land, borne on a muddy,
raging torrent, borne irresistibly on - no turning back. Starving, burning, freezing, working incredibly hard to stay alive
- on and on they went. And all the while Powell was at work
on scientific observations of the rocks and the canyons, teaching himself the lessons of the physical earth. This was why he
had come; he measured the rocks, saw what kinds they were,
saw how they were layered and eroded and fractured and
fossilized. In that time and that place the lessons were original, fresh, to be discovered from no precedents, from no
background of already-existing understanding. In his journal
Powell's striving for knowledge shows as fiercely as his
struggle to survive.
And when finally it was done, Major Powell returned
east to a national acclaim. And to a career.

drawn by W. H. Holmes

... limestones, shales, and sandstones were
deposited through long periods of geologic time to
the thickness of many thousands of feet; then the
country was upheaved and tilted toward the north;
but the Colorado River was flowing when the tilting commenced, and the upheaval was very slow,
so that the 1·iver cleared away the obstruction to
its channel as fast as it was presented, and this is
the Grand Canyon .... ].W.P.
The career the Major found spanned the distance between something of a pre-scientific age and a scientific age.
His exploration had been both an old-fashioned, traverse-like
exploration of unknown country, and a new, orderly scientific
examination of what was in the unknown country. Powell's
object was not just to see what was there, but to learn all
about it, to use his mastery of the sciences of the earth and
to expand those sciences. This was what he wanted to do,
what he did do on his voyage, and what he did thereafter.
With no wasted time, Powell followed up his voyage
with as much energy as he put into it. His new prestige and his own efforts - led the Congress to set up a continuing Geographical and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region ( "J. W. Powell in Charge") , though his appropriation for the first year was only $10,000. This established
Powell, and gave him means to plunge ahead with the work
he had started. He swiftly saw his province, outlined his
objectives, swiftly saw how he could advance the science of
geology and the knowledge of the West - and what value

John Wesley Powell in 1898

it was to do so. He would study mainly the Colorado Plateaus
area in Utah and Arizona and learn unknown, useful lessons
of the earth - a high-flown purpose, perhaps, but one with
practicality behind it.
Powell returned to the Colorado River for a second
voyage in 1871. This time he wanted to do a more thorough
job of mapping and geologic study than had been possible
in the first desperate journey, and to replace the data logs
he had unavoidably lost to the river. At the same time, his
interests were already branching into new fields. Therefore,
when his river party reached the Crossing of the Fathers,
he left it in charge of his topographer (who was also now
his brother-in-law), while he went overland on various
errands that ranged from finding tributary canyons to becoming acquainted with the Indians in the vicinity, and to seeing
about next year's appropriation. For all his great concentration, Powell was not single-minded.
In following years his "survey" branched out into
various expeditions and studies in the entire Plateaus area.
He and his men roamed all over, puzzled out the geology of
the canyons, the cliffs, the mountains, the ways by which the
earth was formed. They were interested in principles, understandings that extended to the entire earth, such as stratification, uplift, faulting. Powell's report of the river explorations ( 1875) contained remarkable insights, and so did his
report on the Uinta Mountains of Utah (1876). He and his
men blended their ideas, and put forth many truly original
thoughts.
One idea was the theory of "antecedent streams," rivers
that cut down through the land as fast as the land rises from
forces below. The Green River proved this to them, where it
loops through a mountain ridge near the Flaming Gorge,
and so did the cutting of the Grand Canyon through the
Kaibab Plateau. If it hadn't happened this way, the rivers
would go around these high areas, not through them. Another
idea was isostacy, the slow uplift of one vast area of the
earth's crust while an adjacent area slowly sinks - a matter
of balances and pressures which could be detected only by
a most thorough acquaintance with the earth.
In these efforts Powell quickly passed from amateur
explorer to the director of an on-going scientific enterprise.
His influence in Washington and in the scientific world grew
rapidly - a sort of personal force that few intellectuals
possess. Yet it was not easy; he sometimes had to fight for
his survey with the Congress. His politics didn't matter, but
his work did, and about his work he was questioned by those
who did not understand his purposes. What were the benefits
of what often seemed to be academic studies in the wilderness? Why should the government be doing them anyway?
But Powell was right; the geologic principles he discovered
are so fundamental that hardly any present-day applications
of the science could do without them. His lessons of the
earth did not just explain scenery; they explained much about
mining and engineering and water supplies and soils and
erosion and earthquakes and irrigation, and much more.

The growth and prosperity of the Arid Region
will depend largely upon a land system which will
comply with the ... necessities of the country . ...
J,W.P.
Meanwhil Pow II was also clari fying his knowledge
of the human probl ms of th W s - th diffi ulti s the
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American people faced in arid lands. He had been there,
and he knew the West was in its frontier period. He knew
it wasn't easy to be a pioneer, a cattleman, settler, timberman, sod-buster, farmer; and he knew that the thin custodianship the government had of its own land and resources
was not helping. Powell knew that the American experience
had previously, been in the forests east of the Mississippi,
not on the windswept prairies and waterless deserts. Yet he
knew that since 1862 the Homestead Act had been luring
men to free humid-sized plots on the dry prairies, where it
was impossible to make a living. There had been far more
failures than successes - would-be farmers frozen out and
parched out, trying to live in little sod shacks. Often the land
they could not "prove up" went to banks and big land companies, ending in the monopolization which the hapless law
was intended to prevent.
There were actually many things wrong. Thus in 1875
Powell published his classic, A Report on the Lands of the
Arid Region, in which he proposed reforms of the Homes Lead
Act and all the other laws and regulations concerning the
public lands of the frontier. He proposed surveys to classify
the land according to its capabilities, he proposed counties
bounded by stream basin divides, and he pressed for cooperative irrigation and grazing projects. These measures were
needed, he saw, because the American people were trying to
occupy the last great open area on the globe, and they did
not know how to do it. His proposals again sprang from the
lessons of the earth.
His ideas, however, were too different for acceptance,
despite his lucid, tireless presentations. He put tremendous
efforts and all his prestige into backing his proposals. He
wrote articles, gave lectures, made speeches. But when the
reforms he proposed came befor~ the Congress, they were
defeated, early in 1879. As with most legislation in social and
economic spheres, the first try was not enough. The effort
resulted in only one desired accomplishment, the consolidation of the several western surveys into a new U. S. Geological Survey.
Hence, what should have been Powell's greatest accomplishment did not come to pass, or at least not until half a
century later. The settlement of the West continued in ways
terribly wasteful of human effort, ambition, and success;
only years later, when the conservation of natural resources
became desirable and necessary, were the very sorts of
actions taken that Major Powell wanted. Then some of the
responsibilities he urged were given to the Bureau of Reclamation, the Forest Service, the Soil Conservation Service, the
Bureau of Land Management, the National Park Service, the
Fish and Wildlife Service, and other agencies. These did not
have quite the human, social flavor he would have wanted,
but at least the nation's physical patrimony was controlled
with a semblance of order. It all could have come sooner, but
when it did it was a legacy of Major Powell. And when it
did, the spirit and professionalism of those government
agencies was also a legacy of what Major Powell had
achieved in his own agencies.
Another measure was creation of the Bureau of American Ethnology within the Smithsonian Institution, with
Major Powell as its director. This occurred in 1879. By this
time the interests the Major controlled had widened still
further, but for his own personal research he tended toward
the American Indians, another realm for his originality. His
most important work on the Indians appeared in 1891, Indian
Linguistic Families of America North of Mexico. In it he

assembled an enormous amount of information, classifying
more than 500 known Indian languages into 58 basic stocks.
His work on this had started in 1870, when he and the Mormon scout, Jacob Hamblin, had visited the Hopi pueblos.
Powell had written down all the Hopi words and grammar
he could learn, and he kept up this practice for years, among
many tribes. His book was so thorough that it remains basic
today, modified only in a few details.
Thus Powell was busy directing research, doing his
own, and doing all the things around Washington that a
man of position had to do. In 1881 he was himself appointed
Director of the Geological Survey, while still remaining as
director of the Ethnology Bureau, and he held the two
positions until 1894.
He set about turning the Geological Survey to most of
the scientific labors it now performs for the management of
the nation's resources. Random exploration was phased out,
scientific investigation was phased in. One of the big projects
was topographic mapping, which continued the work of his
own original survey. This mapping - still carrying on today
- became indispensable for dozens of endeavors, and the
thousands of current maps are now used for everything from
estimating timber yields to planning city parks. Another task
was geologic investigations directly useful in mining operations and in engineering and construction. Another was water
and streamflow studies, a legacy of the roaring Colorado.
In all these things Powell saw a bigger design than is seen
by many even today. Somehow he viewed the progress of
basic scientific research and the practical applications of it
together, with his own country as the laboratory. Moreover,
he shaped his part of science toward policies for the good of
mankind, and he knew how to implement his policies with
legislation. Government was his instrument.

I see once more the labyrinth of deep gorges
that flank the Grand Canyon. . . . The memories
of grand and awful months spent in their deep,
gloomy solitudes come up, and I live that life over
again for a time . .. . ].W.P.

Noonday rest in Marble Canyon- artist Moran
illustrates scene from photograph of second
Powell expedition in 1871

Powell had to fight, of course, and fight he did. In the
main he was successful, but not always. Sometimes he suffered defeats in Congress regarding the things his visionsaw
to be necessary. At length he tired, and finally when he was
sixty-two - and bothered by nerves in the stump of his arm
- he resigned as director of the Geological Survey, to concentrate on his Indians. He lived another eight years, reaching the twentieth century, and died in 1902.
And how is Major Powell to be evaluated? Certainly
in his long career he contributed much from within himself,
much from what he knew of men and the earth, much that
he had learned and sensed about the qualities of existence
and time and power. He contributed much to the sciences
that study the earth, much to the sciences that study man;
and more importantly, he used what he knew to help make
government a service to the people who had created it and
for whom it existed. He contributed not just to science but
to democracy.
He was successful in ways that affect us all, and hence
was a man notable beyond his.. own time. It may be asked
whether Powell was a man of greatness. Perhaps, for he
thought new things and did new things, and they were
important. Perhaps, too, because his aspirations and ideas
had such power - and he such ability - that they rose into
practical existence. His greatest importance is the way he
combined learning with action, so that his learning mattered.
Much knowledge that was frail and unimportant has now
grown to strength and meaning, due in large part to Major
John Wesley Powell.
·
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INTRODUCTION
In the summer of 1869 Major John Wesley Powell led a small exploration party
down the Green and Colorado Rivers from Green River, Wyoming, to the place
where the Colorado leaves the Grand Canyon behind in its ageless journey to the
sea. It was a trip of monumental historic and scientific importance for America.
In keeping with the centennial observances of Powell's trip, we have asked
one of our contributors, David W. Toll, to follow in Powell's footsteps and report
his findings to you. He quotes liberally from Powell's own account (the quotes are
in italic) and he gives us his own lucid and enthusiastic observations of the trip.
From Green River, Wyoming, to Marble Canyon, Arizona, he followed the rivers
by auto and by foot. He took the boat trip from Lee's Ferry through Marble and
Grand Canyons, joining Powell in spirit and in word through a canyon wilderness
that hasn't changed a bit in one hundred years ... R.C.

""·~ N THE FIRST

day of September a century ~go,
at the confluence of the Colorado R1ver
¢
with the Rio Virgen, at a spot now submerged deep beneath the sparkling waters
of Lake Mead and crisscrossed by speedboaters and waterskiers, half a dozen
bearded men sat in a battered wagon. They
watched as four men were carried slowly downriver on the
shimmering surface of the Colorado in two heavy wooden
boats. The four were Summer, Hawkins, Bradley and Hall,
members of the Powell expedition, which had just completed the first river passage of the Colorado.
They were continuing down the Colorado to Fort
Mojave from whence they planned to travel overland to
Los Angeles. When the boats drifted at last around a bend
in the river the reins were slapped across the backs of the
horses and the wagon lurched forward to begin a long,
clattering journey north.
Four of the men in the wagon were Mormon farmers,
pioneer settlers at St. Thomas and St. Joseph and at the
new community to be named Callville, but the center of
attention, inevitably, was the powerfully built one-armed
man sitting up on the seat with Bishop Leithhead. Gesturing in almost violent animation with his left arm and grinning with big almond teeth through his rowdy beard, John
Wesley Powell described the experiences on the river they
were leaving behind. In the back of the wagon his younger
brother Walter lay as limp and loose as the half-empty
melon sacks there with him. Walter had been unbalanced
since his release from the rebel prisoner-of-war camp at
Charleston. Now, starting back toward the Colorado in
brooding silence, he was far worse. Ahead of him lay a
few short years in an insane asylum, and death.
Each jolting mile brought John Wesley Powell closer
to the centers of American science and government in
which he was to be a leading figure for more than a quarter century. Each of the brothers would owe his future in
large measure to the adventure they had just completed:
the thousand mile river passage from Green River,
Wyoming, to the mouth of the Rio Virgen and the exploration of the last great Unknown in the American southwest,
the Grand Canyon of the Colorado.
The dimensions of Powell's momentous journey came
much clearer to me last autumn when I attempted to
retrace the route of his momentous journey. In comparison
with Powell's remarkable exploits, the events of my trip a
century later seem pale and routine at the least. Yet there
is still adventure to be had along this incredibly beautiful
route, and each dawn still brings anticipation with it.
~;·,"c-'"'
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May 24, 1869. - The good people of Green
River City turn out to see us start. We raise our
little flag, push the boats from shore, and the current carries us down.
My own trip began at Green River with engine trouble.
While it was being fixed I walked to where almost
one century ago the good people of Green River City had
stood to watch Powell's four heavy wooden boats disappear
downstream. On my left was an empty lot overground with
weeds. On my right a chain link fence enclosed the railroad's spattered oil disposal facility. Upstream, automobile
bodies were rusting in the river bed. I kept my hands
thrust deep into my jacket pockets because of the autumn
freeze. It is impossible to forget that the neat lawns and
trim cottages of this small Wyoming town are surrounded
by immense rolling plains that are beyond emptiness and
drained of all color. It is as if the winter winds that swirl
like scythes from out of the north have chilled the very
marrow of the soil and bleached the sparse grasses gray.

In the midst of this great void, Green River is an unaccountable button of green along the river.
Powell's nine companions had set forth in an atmosphere of gaiety which was only partially tempered by the
magnificence of the landscape through which a week of
drifting carried them.

(May 24) Our boats are heavily loaded, and
only with the utmost care is it possible to float in
the rough river without shipping water. A mile or
two below town we run on a sandbar. The men
;ump into the stream and thus lighten the vessels,
so that they drift over, and on we go. In trying to
avoid a rock an oar is broken on one of the boats,
and, thus crippled, she strikes. The current is swift
and she is sent reeling and rocking into the eddy.
In the confusion, two other oars are lost overboard, and the men seem quite discomfited, much
to the amusement of the other members of the
party ....
Barren desolation is stretched out before me;
and yet there is a beauty in the scene. The fantastic carvings, imitating architectural forms and
suggesting rude but weird statuary, with the
bright and varied color of the rocks, conspire to
make a scene such as the dweller in verdure-clad
hills can scarcely appreciate.
(May 26) We glide quietly down the placid
stream past the carved cliffs of the mauvaises terres,
now and again obtaining glimpses of the distant
mountains. Occasionally, deer are started from the
glades among the willows; and several wild geese,
after a chase through the water, are shot. After
dinner we pass through a short and narrow canyon
into a broad valley; from this, long, lateral valleys
stretch back on either side as far as the eye can
reach ....
The river is running to the south; the mountains have an easterly and westerly trend directly
athwart its course, yet it glides on in a quiet way
as if it thought a mountain range no formidable
obstruction. It enters the range by a flaring, brilliant red gorge, that may be seen from the north
a score of miles away. The great mass of the mountain ridge through which the gorge is cut is composed of bright vermillion rocks; but they are
surmounted by broad bands of mottled buff and
gray, and these bands come down with a gentle
curve to the water's edge on the nearer slope of
the mountain.
This is the head of the first of the canyons we
are about to explore - an introductory one to a
series made by the river through this range. We
name it Flaming Gorge. The cliffs, or walls, we
find on measurement to be about 1,200 feet high.
(May 31) At the foot of the cliffs on this side
there is a long slope covered with pines; under
these we make our beds, and soon after sunset are
seeking rest and sleep. The cliffs on either side
are of red sandstone and stretch toward the heavens
2,500 feet. On this side the long, pine-clad slope
is surrounded by perpendicular cliffs, with pines
on their sumn,its. The wall on the other side is
bare rock from the water's edge up 2,000 feet, then
slopes back, giving footing to pines and cedars.

On the second morning of my trip I was camped under
the pines on the summit that Powell describes. As I drank
an early morning cup of coffee on the overlook platform
cantilevered out over the lip of one of those perpendicular
cliffs, I could look straight down to the shoreline that has
now encroached above his Red Canyon camp. Far below
me the stiff green surface of the lake was mirror smooth
except where an early rising fisherman scarred it with his
wake. The buzzing of the outboard motor was swallowed
by the pines that feather up the steep canyon walls. Only
the chipmunks making antic dashes among the rocks at the
brink of the precipice intruded in the utter silence.
I had already begun to realize that my task - following
the early part of Powell's route by automobile- is something
of a fool's errand. Not that it is possible any longer to dupli~
cate his journey by boat. It isn't, if only because of the three
huge dams that plug the ~annels his wooden boats dashed
through. Behind them three long lakes soak up the river's
force and bloat themselves with it. Narrows that sucked
Powell's boats into shadowed chasms and cataracts that
whirled them end-for-end through billows of flying spray
are lost now in their slumbering depths.
Even where the river is much as it was when Powell
floated along it, roads approaching it are rare, as the previous
day's travel had made clear. I had made the drive from Green
River to my camp at Red Canyon overlook in a leisurely
half day, the same distance Powell had required a week to
cover. Most of that distance is over the desolate landscape
that Powell describes, but the river channel itself is far to
the east and visible only in tiptoe glimpses at a few places
along the road.
Boat landings and campsites enough to accommodate
thousands of visitors during the peak summer season have
been built on the lake shores, and roads connect them with
the highway. I tried the road marked "Lost Dog" (which
does not appear on any map of the region, by the way). It
rambles over eleven miles of graded hardpan to the bleak
lake shore. There is not a single tree in sight anywhere, and
no shade except that cast by the six iron fireplaces in a row
and by a pair of gaily painted government privies. When
Powell had passed, this place was the confluence of the
swift Green with the lively Black's Fork. Now it is simply
a Y-shaped portion of the lake. The drab scene is redeemed
by the shoreline which is paved with a mosaic many layers
deep of pebbles washed downstream years before: little stone
lima beans, chunks of steak, ivory and animal fat.
A short distance after crossing the Utah state line to
the south the river swings east as it flows into the Uintas,
and the highway swings with it, climbing as it goes. In the
high forests and mountain meadows above the course of the
river - now the lake - the Forest Service has built a large
number of excellent camp sites, including the one at the edge
of the cliff.
The Forest Service has also built a seven mile trail from
the base of Flaming Gorge Dam down the river to the campground at Little Hole. It was here that I had my first view
of the Green as a flowing river since I had stood at its shore
two days before. As I hiked the trail I was passed by floating
fishermen who had rented inflatable rafts at the village of
Dutch John. Otherwise I had the river, the trail and the
canyon to myself. The river emerges from Red Canyon at
Brown's Park just beyond the end of the trail where I rested
near the place that Powell had camped on June the second
and third. Like him I drank some of the river and washed
my socks in the rest.
·
But to join Powell's route again I spent most of the next
day on the highway. I drov south to V rnal, ns t a ross th
river into Colorado, and north into I lnosam Nntional Monu·

ment where I set up camp at Echo Park. By the time Powell
reached this beautiful place after leaving Brown's Park to
float through the Canyon of Lodore at the eastern tip of the
Uintas, he had lost a boat, much of his gear and provisions,
and whatever illusions he might still have had about the
nature of the challenge before him. At Echo Park he spent
four days in rest and recuperation:

The Yampa enters the Green from the east.
At a point opposite its mouth the Green runs to
the south, at the foot of a rock about 700 feet high
and a mile long, and then turns sharply around
the rock to the right and runs back in a northerly
course parallel to its former direction for nearly
another mile, thus having the opposite sides of a
long, narrow rock for its bank. The tongue of rock
so formed is a peninsular precipice with a mural
escarpment along its whole course to the east, but
broken down at places on the west.
On the east side of the river, opposite the
rock and below the Yampa, there is a little park,
just large enough for a farm, already fenced with
high walls of gray homogeneous sandstone. There
are three river entrances to the park: one down
the Yampa; one below, by coming up the Green;
and another down the Green. There is also a land
entrance down a lateral canyon. Elsewhere the
park is inaccessible. Through this land entrance
there is a trail made by Indian hunters, who come
down here in certain seasons to kill mountain
sheep.
Great hollow domes are seen in the eastern
side of the rock, against which the Green sweeps;
willows border the river; clumps of box-elder are
seen; and a few cottonwoods stand at the lower
end. Standing opposite the rock, our words are
repeated with startling clearness, but in a soft, mellow tone, that transforms them into magical music.
Scarcely can one believe it is the echo of his own
voice. In some places two or three echoes come
back; in other places they repeat themselves, passing back and forth across the river between this
rock and the eastern wall. To hear these repeated
echoes well, we must shout. Some of the party aver
that ten or twelve repetitions can be heard. To
me, they seem rapidly to diminish and merge by
multiplicity, like telegraph poles on an outstretched
plain. I have observed the same phenomenon once
before in the cliffs near Long's Peak, and am pleased
to meet with it again.
There is a campground at Echo Park, and a regular
traffic of boaters and fishermen, but their mark on the land
is light. Thirteen miles of unpaved road lead down a heartstopping series of switchbacks from the paved Monument
road, through a wide meadow where sheep are grazed, into
the narow defile called Sand Canyon, past the lonesome
Chew Ranch, past a cliff decorated with Indian petroglyphs,
past Whispering Cave and finally to the still-willowed shore
of the Green. For half an hour I stood at the river's edge
crooning, yodeling, hooting and barking. The echo still
works.
13ut v n in this shady, cool, enchanted place Powell's

Artist Muller's drawing of Major Powell's
rescue as noted in the June 18 diary

F ROM: EXPLORATION O F THE COLOR ADO RIVE R OF THE WEST
AND ITS T RIBUTARIES.

Cart Creek Bridge- Flaming Gorge Lake

tireless energies would not be put to rest. This time his
industry nearly cost his life:

June 18.-We have named the long peninsular
rock on the other side Echo Rock. Desiring to
climb it, Bradley and I take the little boat and pull
upstream as far as possible, for it cannot be climbed
directly opposite. We land on a talus of rocks at
the upper end in order to reach a place where the
river sweeps against the wall. Here we find a shelf
along which we can pass, and now are ready fo r
the climb.
We start up a gulch; then pass to a bench
along the wall; then up again over broken rocks;
then we reach more benches, along which we walk,
until we find more broken rocks and crevices, by
which we climb; still up, until we have ascended
600 or 800 feet, when we are met by a sheer precipice. Looking q,bout, we fit:~-d a place where it seems
possible to climb. I go ahead; Bradley hands the
barometer to me, and follows. So we proceed, stage
by stage, until we are nearly at the summit. Here,
by making a spring, I gain a foothold in a little
crevice, and grasp an angle of the rock overhead.
I find that I can get up no farther and cannot step
back, for I dare not let go with my hand and cannot reach foothold below without. I call to Bradley
for help. He finds a way by which he can get to
the top of the rock over my head, but cannot reach
me. Then he looks around for some stick or limb
of a tree, but finds none. Then he suggests that
he would better help me with the barometer case,
but I fear I cannot hold on to it. The moment is
critical. Standing on my toes, my muscles begin
to tremble. It is sixty or eighty feet to the foot
of the precipice. If I lose my hold I shall fall to
the bottom and then perhaps roll over the bench
and tumble still farther down the cliff. At this
instant it occurs to Bradley to take off his drawers,
which he does, and swings them down to me. I
hug close to the rock, let go with my hand, sieze
the dangling legs, and with his assistance am
enabled to gain the top.
Then we walk out on the peninsular rock,
make the necessary observations for determining
its altitude above camp, and return, finding an easy
way down.
I stayed as long as I could at Echo Park, for it is a
lovely place, and was reluctantly packing my gear when I
had a momentary adventure of my own. The canyon narrows
upstream were thickening with the blue gloom of late afternoon and the Green was flowing past the base of the great
monolith like motor oil when suddenly I was surrounded
by a hideous whirlwind of sound. A stuttering toneless siren
sound was roiling through the canyon like liquid. Instinctively I dropped into a crouch while looking frantically
around me for the source of the continuing maelstrom of
sound. And there it was: about forty feet above the surface
of the river a lone Canada Goose was honking like fury, the
echoes melting and blending together in an indescribably
loud chaos of noise.
Harper's Corner, back on the paved road in the Monument, provides a long look down Whirlpool Canyon downcontinued on page 37

"Flaming Gorge R eservoir - Utah-Wyoming" D avid Muench
In Powell's Day,
a Raging River
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COLORADO RIVER TRIPS THROUGH THE GRAND CANYON
The following are the commercial operators offering guided boat trips through the Gra nd Canyon of the
Colorado. Each of them has passed a rigorous inspection of equipment and experience by the National Pa rk Service
before receiving their permits. Each is distinguished by unique characteristics.
Ameri can River Touring Association
Lou Elliott
1016 Jackson Street
Oakland, California 94607

Grand Canyon Expeditions
Ron Smith
·
P. 0. Box 21021
Salt Lake Cit y, Utah 84121

Cross Tours & Explorations, Inc.
274 West 1400 South
Orem, Utah 84057

Harris-Brennan Expeditions
250 No. 500 East, Box 776
Centervil le, Uta h 84014

Frontier Expe'dltlons

Hatch River Expeditions Co., Inc.
411 East 2nd North
Vernal , Utah 84078

1779 Mlchlaan Avenue
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108
Georale White

P. 0. Box 381

MldWIYCity, O•lllornl•

D2858

Mexican Hat Expeditions
3225 North Childress
Flaaataff, Ari zona 86001

Sanderson Brot hers River Expeditions
P. 0. Box 1574
Page, Arizona 86040
Western River Expeditions, Inc.
Jack Currey
1699 East 3350 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
White Water River Expedit ions
P. 0. Box 1249
Turlock, California 95380
Wonderland Expeditions
Ken Sleight
3862 Sout h 825 West
Bountiful , Utah 84010
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river from Echo Park. Colorado Route 318 from Maybell
provides access to the Gates of Lodore and connects with
the gravel road from Rock Springs, Wyoming, which gives
on to the recreation sites on the east side of Flaming Gorge
Lake. The Green flows through Island and Rainbow Parks
after crossing back into Utah from Colorado. They may be
reached by dirt road from Vernal.
The Green slithers out of the Uintas through Split
Mountain, leaving behind it a confusion of spined and plated
prominences, swollen mountains and ribby foothills. It glides
within sight of the Dinosaur National Monument Visitors
Center where dinosaur bones are being "mined" before the
eyes of travelers from everywhere in the world. The river
loops peacefully through open farm and ranch country until
it reaches the small village of Ouray, at its junction with the
Uinta H.iver. Powell reached this spot on June 28 and hiked
with two of his companions to the Uinta Indian Agency.
There one of the men, Frank Goodman, the Englishman who
had approached Powell at Green H.iver to beg to be taken
along, announced that he had had sufficient river exploration
and would continue out overland to Salt Lake City.
I reached this vicinity late in the evening and, after
blundering around in the dark for nearly an hour trying to
distinguish the Green from the Uinta without any success,
elected to camp alongside the road at the Ouray National
Wildlife Refuge. When I awoke I found the Green flowing
ten feet away. The morning sun came up a thick band of
orange light behind the silhouetted willows and cottonwoods
on the far bank and stained the opaque surface of the river
as well. The sunlight became a hotter, more buoyant yellow.
The river turned dull and gray. As it slid off out of sight
toward the Canyon of Desolution, into which no road ventures for a distance of 150 miles, the river seemed a moody,
sluggish, unpleasant presence.
From Ouray the Green proceeds consistently southward
until it joins the Colorado in Canyonlands National Park.
There the course of the water turns southwesterly. My own
course cut across the more or less straight line of the river
the way an S overlays an I, making a shaky figure 8 more
than three hundred miles tall, its extremes lying at Ouray,
Utah, and Lee's Ferry, Arizona. The S of the highway route
crosses the I of the river at Green River, Utah, a place Powell
reached on the 13th of July :

Extensive sand plains extend back from the
immediate river valley as far as we can see on
either side. These naked, drifting sands gleam brilliantly in the midday sun of July. The reflected
heat from the glaring swjace produces a curious
motion of the atmosphere; little currents are generated and the whole seems to be trembling and
moving about in many directions, or, failing to
see that the movement is in the atmosphere, it
gives the impression of an unstable land. Plains
and hills and cliffs and distant mountains seem to
be floating vaguely about in a trembling, waverocked sea, and patches of landscape seem to float
away and be lost, and then to reappear . ...
This afternoon our way is through a valley
with cottonwood groves on either side. The river
is deep, broad, and quiet. About two hours after
noon camp we discover an Indian crossing, where
a number of rafts, rudely constructed of logs and
bound together by withes, are floating against the
bank. On landing, we see evidences that a party
of Indians have crossed within a very few days.

from page I I
POWELL EXPLORATION

This is the place where the lamented Gunnison
crossed, in the year 1853, when making an exploration for a railroad route to the Pacific Coast.
I camped in the cottonwood-shaded state park on the
west bank of the Green. For Powell the dominant experience
of the place had been desert heat; mine was of desert wind.
Dust billows raced through the small town as if in search
of prey. Awnings flapped until they unravelled, signs were
waved violently about like danger signals, leaves and brush
were exploded into the air to flutter back to earth a'gain. So
strong were the bursts of wind that people kept indoors and
Green River wore a doleful, abandoned atmosphere. There
are large melon farms nearby, and an Air Force weather
satellite launching station. I drove on across the river.
I spent the night at Moab, on the bank of the Colorado.
Until 1928 the Colorado above its junction with the Green
was officially known as the Grand. In the morning I retraced
my route a dozen miles and then turned off the highway at
the road for Dead Horse Point State Park. This road proceeds
over a variety of surfaces, and leads ultimately to Grandview
Point in Canyonlands National Park. From the edge of this
promontory I looked out over a view like the one Powell
described on the 19th of July :

.. . What a world of grandeur is spread before
us! Below is the canyon through which the Colorado runs. We can trace its route for miles, and at
points catch climpses of the river. From the northwest comes the Green in a narrow winding gorge.
From the northeast comes the Grand, through a
canyon that seems bottomless from where w e stand.
Away to the w est are lines of cliff and ledges of
rock - not such ledges as the reader may have
seen where the quarryman splits his blocks, but
ledges fr01n which the gods might quarry mountains that, rolled out on the plain below, would
stand a lofty range; and not such cliffs as the reader
may have seen where the swallow builds its nest,
but cliffs where the soaring eagle is lost to view
ere he reaches the summit . ... Wherever we look
there is but a wilderness of rocks, - deep gorges
where the rivers are lost below cliffs and towers
and pinnacles, and ten thousand strangely carved
forms in every direction, and beyond them mountains blending with the douds.
·
Now we return to camp. While eating supper
we very naturally speak of better fare, as musty
bread and spoiled bacon are not palatable. Soon I
see Hawkins down by the boat, taking up the sextant - rather a strange proceeding for him - and
I question him concerning it. He replies that he is
trying to find th e latitude and longitude of the
nearest pie.
Powell continued down the Colorado, working the
boats laboriously but with increasing skill down the falls and
rapids of Cataract Canyon and then through beautiful Glen
Canyon. For me the same journey required another wid
arc, .this time to the east. I eventually rejoined the river far
to the south, below Glen Canyon Dam at Lee's Ferry, wher'
a small store, cafe and campground are huddled in th
shadow of the Vermillion Cliffs at the site of John D . Le 's
old ferry crossing.

For me, as for Powell before me, everything upriv r

In the shade of a cliff- Split Mountain and
the Green River, Dinosaur Nat'l Monument
from Lee's Ferry was to be only a prologue to the adventure
to come. Down river He Marble Canyon and the Grand Canyon of the Colorado. And moored out from the bank of the
river, tugging sluggishly downstream with the current, was
the raft I was to ride more than two hundred miles through
them.
Since commercial river trips are the means .by which
most people experience the Grand Canyon today, I had made
arrangements to accompany one of them as a passenger. In
return for a fee which varies up and down from $300 for
a ten-day trip, the river companies furnish all or most of
what is required. They must pass rigorous inspections by
the Park Service to receive their permits to run the river.
As they were being loaded I studied the two rafts on
which more than thirty men and women were setting out
downriver. Essentially they are made of a doughnut-shaped
inflatable bridge pontoon with a sausage-shaped pontoon
lashed to each side as plump outriggers, making a raft thirtythree feet long and seventeen feet across. Large aluminum
storage chests have been built to size and centered aft on
each doughnut. In these are stowed the spare outboard
motors, cooking gear, axes, shovels, soft drinks, beer, cots
and 300 pounds of ice. Each day's provisions, each passenger's clothing and sleeping bags have been packed into waterproof bags which serve as upholstery when lashed to the
metal superstructure. With a few exceptions, most commercial river runs are made on rafts like these. Powell, too, had
designed his own boats for the river and overseen their
construction in Chicago:

Our boats are four in number. Three are built
of oak; stanch and firm; double-ribbed, with double
stem and stern posts, and further strengthened by
bulkheads, dividing each into three compartments.
Two of these, fore and aft, are decked, forming
watertight cabins. It is expected these will buoy
the boats should the waves roll over them in rough
water. The fourth boat is made of pine, very light,
but 16 feet in length, with a sharp cutwater, and
every way built for fast rowing, and divided into
compartments as the others. The little vessels are
21 feet long, and, taking out the cargoes, can be
carried by four men.
I climbed aboard the raft with conflicting feelings. On
th one hand I was charged with anticipation, thrilled with
the prospect of descending into the Grand Canyon. On the
other hand I was skeptical. Glen Canyon Dam a dozen miles
upriver prevents the snowmelt from ever again transforming
th Colorado from a slender green sinew in winter into a
rnudgushing red artery in the spring. Nowadays the river's
·ycle is a punier weekly affair, the water flow through the
dynamos being determined by the demand for electrical
power in flatlands far away. With our modern equipment,
with the dams, with our scheduled arrivals and departures,
what adventure could there be to running the river any
more? Can you adventure to a schedule? For Powell, of
·ourse, there had been no question:

August 5.- With some feeling of anxiety we
enter a new canyon this morning. We have learned
to observe closely the texture of the rock. In softer
strata we have a quiet river, in harder we find
rapids and falls. Below us are the limestones and
hard sandstones we found in Cataract Canyon. This
bodes toil and danger . ... Into hard rocks and rocks

dipping upstream we pass this morning and start
on a long, rocky, mad rapid.
Not long after we passed under Navajo Bridge, we too
entered a rapid. From my perch on the nose of the righthand sausage I had a bird's eye view as we slid off the smooth
tongue of water to drop into it. Twenty seconds later we were
past it, still shrieking with excitement and gasping at o~r
sudden dousing. But despite the splashing we had been m
no particular danger. Most of the excitement had come from
the unexpectedly heavy wetting.
At Soap Creek Rapid again we bounced through the
frothy washboard to a chorus of shouts and giggles, and
again the raft was only mildly jostled. I was growi~g gl~m. ..
House Rock Rapid at Mile 17 seemed no more 1mposmg
than the ones before as we started into it. Yet suddenly I
was an arm's length above the raft and staring down at it
from shocked eyes. Then I was shoved mercilessly out over
the water, but turned upside-down so that I was looking into
the sky. The raft's fluttery down-and-away motion yanked
me back again - I had managed to retain my hold with one
hand - slamming me between the doughnut and the sausage
just as a boiling wall of icy water crashed over the shuddering
bow. I was still half-dazed as one of the boatmen pulled me
upright, and all my doubts were relieved.
We made camp on a sandbar at North Canyon, not
quite twenty-one miles downriver from Lee's Ferry. Powell
had reached the section of river we entered the following
morning after a day of heavy labor with the boats and another
day climbing the steep canyon wall for measurements:

August 9.-And now the scenery is on a grand
scale. The walls of the canyon, 2,500 feet high, are
of marble, of many beautiful colors, often polished
by waves, and sometimes far up the sides, where
showers have washed sands over the cliffs. At one
place I have a walk for more than a mile on the
marble pavement, all polished and fretted with
strange devices and embossed in a thousand fantastic patterns. Through a cleft in the wall the sun
shines on this pavement and it gleams in iridescent
beauty ....
Riding down a short distance, a beautiful view
is presented. The river turns sharply to the east and
seems enclosed by a wall set with a million brilliant gems. What can it mean? Every eye is
engaged, every one wonders. Ori coming nearer
we find fountains bursting from the high rock overhead, and the spray in the sunshine forms the gems
which bedeck the wall. The rocks below the fountain are covered with mosses and ferns and many
beautiful flowering plants. We name it Vasey's
Paradise, in honor of the botanist who traveled
with us last year.
The Colorado was a deep green color when we passed
Vasey's Paradise, but when the runoff from peripheral
streams has turned the river muddy red, the impact of those
crystal springs is still strongly felt. An aluminum pontoon
is beached on the right at mile 35, battered and half-filled
with gravel and silt, a relic of government testing for a
Marble Canyon dam site. At Mile 41~ Bert Loper's small
bleached and warped wooden boat lies at the foot of Royal
Arches. Loper was a long-time river rat who died of a presumed heart attack while negotiating Tanner Wash Rapids

and was swept away downriver. His boat is here, his body
was never found. At President Harding Rapid a little farther
on, a huge boulder splits the river, and we yaw past it in
the right-hand channel: This rock fell from the canyon wall
forty years after Powell passed. Buried in the narrow talus
slope across the canyon from our course is Peter Hansbrough,
member of an 1899 expedition who drowned upstream. At
the next bend of the river is Triple Alcoves where we pitched
our camp as Powell had done before us:

It is a peculiar feature of these walls that many
pro;ections are set out into the river, as if the wall
were buttressed for support. The walls themselves
are half a mile high, and these buttresses are on a
corresponding scale, futting out into the river scores
of feet. In the recesses between these protections
are quiet bays, except at the foot of a rapid, when
there are dancing eddies or whirlpools. Sometimes
these alcoves have caves at the back, giving them
the appearance of great depth. Then other caves
are seen above, forming vast, dome-shaped chambers. The walls and buttresses and chambers are
all of marble.
The following morning we cruised five placid miles
through Marble Gorge to N ankoweep Creek, which marks
the boundary of Grand Canyon National Park. High up. on
the right-hand canyon wall are the Nankoweep pueblo rums.
So heavy has the river tourist traffic become in recent years
that the ruins are being affected, and measures may have
to be taken to prevent their further deterioration.
We stopped again at the mouth of the Little Colorado.
Its milky turquoise waters are quickly absorbed into the
green depths of the Colorado. While the main party spent
the late morning and early afternoon swimming in the opaque
stream, I hiked upstream as Powell had done. Small, lacy,
shell-shaped falls of less than a foot extend like a fragile
necklace from one bank .to the other in several places. Surrounded as they are in the . blazing heat of noon by the
majesty of the Grand Canyon, these tiny scalloped shapes
are unforgettable for their oriental delicacy and coolness.
Powell mentioned seeing Indian traces: a trail, some stone
implements, petroglyphs. I saw none of these, but across
the canyon, in the shadow of an undercut rim, a prospector
had built a crude stone cabin in the piled rock pueblo style.
On my return to the rafts I stopped for a moment. Ahead
of me I could see my fellow passengers laughing and splashing as they swam. Across the Little Colorado was the abandoned prospector's cabin. Upstream Powell had poked and
prowled a century ago to find the traces of long-vanished
IndiansBAM-WHACK! The canyon walls echoed and trembled
for a full half-minute with the impact of a sonic boom.
It was here that Powell wrote:

August 13. - We are now ready to start on
our way down the Great Unknown. Our boats, tied
to a common stake, chafe each other as they are
tossed by the fretful river. They ride high and buoyant, for their loads are lighter than we could desire.
We have but a month's rations remaining. The
flour has been resifted through the mosquito-net
sieve; the spoiled bacon has been dried and the
worst of it boiled; the few pounds of dried apples
have been svread in the sun and reshrunken to
00
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their normal bulk. The sugar has all melted and
gone on its way down the river. But we have a
large sack of coffee. The lightening of the boats
has this advantage: they will ride the waves better
and we will have but little to carry when we make
a portage.
. We are three quarters of a mile in the depths
of the earth, and the great river shrinks to insignificance as it dashes its angry waves against the
walls and cliffs that rise to the world above; the
waves are but puny ripples, and we but pigmies,
running up and down the sands or lost among the
boulders.
We have an unknown distance yet to run, an
unknown river to explore. What falls there are, we
know not. Ah, well! we may con;ecture many things.
The men talk as cheerfully as ever; ;ests are bandied
about freely this morning; but to me the cheer is
somber and the ;ests are ghastly.
From the Little Colorado we proceeded without delay
to a sandspit campsite at Mile 71 for a supper of steaks,
mashed potatoes, corn, fresh biscuits, hot chocolate, freshmade apple crunch topped with hand-cranked ice cream,
and coffee. As darkness fell, our chief pilot planted an oar,
blade first, in the sand. Attached to its top was a 150-watt
light bulb which threw a bright, naked light over the camp
when the suitcase-sized generator was started up. When
the light was extinguished and the generator stilled after
supper, a momentary silence fell in the darkness. We listened
for a moment to the sullen growling of Unkar Rapid. When
our conversations began again they were a shade less loud
and confident as before.
There is nothing in my notebook about Unkar Rapid,
nor about Hance or Sockdolager or Grapevine, either, though
all of them are rated among the most challenging on the
river. The fact is, I was having too much fun riding through
them to spare the time to write about them. Can you remember the simple joy of the playground slide? Of slithering
down a grassy hillside in a cardboard carton? Well, here it
is for grown-ups, spiced with real danger, hallowed by history
und ennobled y the majesty of the setting. I found it a
thrilling experience and was a little disappointed when we
nudged into shore - exactly on schedule - at Bright Angel
reek to camp at the same spot Powell had used:

August 15. - . . . Early in the afternoon we
discover a stream entering fro11t the north -a clear,
beautiful creek, coming down through a gorgeous
red canyon. We land and camp on a sand beach
above its mouth, under a great, overspreading tree
with willow-shaped leaves.
Powell had often hiked and climbed up above the river,
usually carrying cumbersome scientific equipment with him.
I f el sure that part of his motivation for these climbs was
simply to get above the river, to deliver himself from its
sovereignty. For a man of his temperament, and as used to
• mmand as he was, being at the mercy of the river and
th canyon for so long must have been nearly as hard to
h ar as the physical hardships. Shortly after our arrival at
Phantom Ranch, photographer David Muench and I began
n hike up the Kaibab Trail to the south rim of the canyon
In ord r to see the Kolb Brothers' movies of their river expeditions mad mor than fifty years ago.

As art, the Kolbs' film ranks with Powell's science: it
is rudimentary. But like Powell's writing, it is incomparable
adventure. One of the Kolb boats is displayed at the studio,
and even after seeing it on the screen I could scarcely believe
that this little boat, about the size of a wooden spoon, could
manage the fierce rapids we flubbered through in our rafts.
We made the descent to the river by flashlight and arrived
back at camp in complete exhaustion.
When we awoke, it was to the squeaking bray of mules.
Shortly after our arrival the previous afternoon a phone call
had been made from Phantom Ranch to the Sanderson headquarters at Page with instructions for supplying us with
extra provisions, as we were running low on ham, steaks and
beer. The supplies were packed into waterproof containers
at Page, flown to the south rim via Phoenix, and loaded
aboard a mule train before daylight for the trip down into
the canyon. With their arrival we got underway again.
Powell, too, had been concerned with provisions when he
set out from Bright Angel Creek:

and jelly sandWich in the hands of a hungry child. And then
the heavy after end of the raft began moving up, pushing
the bow ahead of it into the avalanche of water at the rim
of the hole. Foaming waves rolled over us like billowing
breakers as the raft was spat out of the trough altogether
to begin its descent into the next one. It was like riding a
bucking horse through a fire hose. And suddenly we were
downriver below the rapid, wiping the water out of our eyes
and looking eagerly ahead for the next one.
Crystal Rapid, below Boucher, was a minor ripple until
a 1965 flood that carried boulders out of the mouth of Crystal
Canyon into the main channel of the Colorado. Now it is one
of the most challenging rapids on the river. As we plunged
through it my sunglasses were ripped unnoticed from my
face. We cannot get enough white water to satisfy us!

August 17.- Our rations are still spoiling; the
bacon so badly in;ured that we are compelled to
throw it away. By an accident, this morning, the
saleratus was lost overboard. We have now only
musty flour sufficient for ten days and a few dried
apples, but plenty of coffee. We must make all haste
possible. If we meet with difficulties such as we
have encountered in the canyon above, we may be
compelled to give up the expedition and try to
reach the M onnon settlements to the north. Our
hopes are that the worst places are past, but our
barometers are all so much in;ured as to be useless, and so we have lost our reckoning in altitude,
and know not how much descent the river has yet
to make.
The stream is still wild and rapid and rolls
through a narrow channel. We make but slow progress . ... The little canvas we have is rotten and
useless; the rubber ponchos with which we started
from Green River City have all been lost; more
than half the party are without hats, not one of us
has an entire suit of clothes, and we have not a
blanket apiece. So we gather driftwood and build
a fire; but after supper the rain, coming down in
torrents, extinguishes it, and we sit up all night on
the rocks, shivering, and are more exhausted by
the night's discomfort than by the day's toil.

We camped a hundred yards above the mouth of
Shinumo Creek, floating downriver in the morning to tie up
for a swim. The creek bounces out of its stone chute bed
with verve, and we waded shin-deep to where a shallow
pool has been worn at the foot of a fifteen-foot fall. We
jumped from the top of the fall and splashed about in the
chilly water for a while, but the crevice containing the creek
has walls that rise some two hundred feet straight up, and
it was a little like frolicking at the bottom of an elevator
shaft. When we returned to the main canyon we found the
first cloud of our trip, a small one about the size of a postage
stamp, pinned to the sky between the canyon walls overhead. By the time we were back in the rafts and gliding
down toward Walthenberg Rapid, a second, larger cloud
had begun to threaten the sun.

At Horn Creek Rapid, two miles below Bright Angel
Creek, 14-year-old Bob Brewster was swept over the side.
Wearing the required orange life preserver he popped up
through the turbulent water at once, an agonizing arm's
length from the raft. The pilot heeled our clumsy craft toward
him and in less than two minutes he was hauled back aboard.
Beyond Horn Creek are Granite, Hermit and Boucher
in rapid succession. "To me," our pilot told me, "Hermit is
the ultimate in waves, and the higher the water, the higher
the waves. It's just the opposite with Granite. There the
troughs at low water are unbelievable."
Granite Rapid was just as he described it, a succession
of deep pits into which our raft slid with clumsy abandon.
The bow plunged into the depths of the watery hole, folded
up under the weight of the following raft and began a shuddering climb up the other side of the pit. Our vessel was
collapsed at the bottom of the trough like a peanut butter

August lB. - The day is employed in making
portages and we advance but two miles on our
;ourney. Still it rains . ...

August 19.- Rain again this morning. We are
in our granite prison still, and the time until noon
is occupied in making a long, bad portage . ...
At Elves' Chasm we stopped only briefly, climbing over
spongy-looking gray travertine boulders as hard and as
sharp as coral. In a cavern excised by the river the names
of some of our predecessors through the canyon have been
written in charcoal: B. F. Dodge, September 5, 1923; Clyde
L. Eddy, July 27, 1927; N. Galloway, January 24, 1897.
By the time we had done with our explorations at Elves'
Chasm a solid overcast had formed. The banks along the
sandy shore were wet, signifying a drop in the water level:
we had caught up with "Sunday's Water," the smallest flow
through the dynamos at Glen Canyon Dam. Some of the
downstream rapids are too rocky to run in this low water.
At Bedrock Rapid, a great lump of purple granite in the
center of the river with driftwood logs spread like spaghetti
on its top, we made our approach in a long si_deways slide,
motor racing, to kiss the ogre's nose before skipping off to
safety down the right-hand channel at the last possible
instant.
Four wild burros watched us battle through the
troughs and ridges of Deubendorff Rapid. We went through
very fast with the engine swivelled up out of the water to
prevent hitting bottom. The river flow was dropping constantly. We hurried on, passing Tapeats Creek with barely
a glance, and at last we reached Deer Creek where we would
spend two nights and a day while the low water level continued on ahead of us and high water caught up again. So
remarkably beautiful is this place in an almost endless sue-
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cession of beautiful places that even Powell, as harried as
he was, was compelled to pause here:

Just after dinner we pass a stream on the right,
which leaps into the Colorado by a direct fall of
more than 100 feet, forming a beautiful cascade.
There is a bed of very hard rock above, 30 or 40
feet in thickness, and there are much softer beds
below. The hard beds above project many yards
beyond the softer, which are washed out, forming
a deep cave behind the fall, and the stream pours
through a narrow crevice above into a deep pool
below. Around on the rocks in the cavelike chamber are set beautiful ferns, with delicate fronds
and enameled stalks . ... But we have little time
to spend in admiration; so we go on.
But the main attraction of this place is not visible from
the river: a small valley that opens up like a fan behind the
narrow, undulating crevice through which the creek flows
to the top of the falls. It is a perfect hermit's retreat with
abundant water, trees and wildlife. I was lying there on my
back, half studying the thick crust of fossil forms on the
underside of the ledge cropping out from the wall over my
head, and half dozing, when a party of fifty Sierra Clobbers
materialized for a look-see. No sooner had they scrambled
back down into the main canyon than five hikers hove into
view, bound from the north rim to Tapeats Creek. So much
for a hermit's retreat in the Grand Canyon.
The Sierra Clobbers, by the way, had departed Lee's
Ferry in five doughnut-shaped pontoon rafts half a day before
us. They had not gone far when one of the rafts lost its buoyancy and could no longer be used. Ferrying the passengers to
a comfortable spot, the chief pilot had radioed up to the sightseeing aircraft that makes regular morning and afternoon
flights up and down the canyon, and made arrangements for
delivery of a replacement boat. Then he took one of the
rafts, a spare motor and several crewmen down to Nankoweep where the river channel widens and there is even a
small Hood plain. There they waited. Up above, in the meantime, a pickup truck had bounced as close as it could get
to the canyon rim before offioading and inflating the pontoon
in the back. There he waited. Shortly, a helicopter chattered
down, hooked up to the pontoon, dragged it over the lip of
the canyon and swooped down with it to the waiting boatmen at N ankoweep. There the motor was attached and it
huzzed back upstream to collect passengers.

August 24. - ... Though the river is rapid we
meet with no serious obstructions and run 20 miles.
How anxious we are to make up our reckoning
every time we stop, now that our diet is confined
to plenty of coffee, a very little spoiled flour, and
very few dried apples! It has come to be a race for
a dinner. Still, we make such fine progress that all
hands are in good cheer, but not a moment of daylight is lost.
The threatening overcast had dissipated after tossing
two dozen raindrops down on us during the night, and we
dPpart Deer Creek in another morning of warmth. Thirteen
miles downriver we pull into shore to have a preliminary
look at Upset Rapid. "Do you see that second hole?" our
pilot asks, pointing. "I can't guess how deep it is. I'm going
to try to skim around it, but if I'm a little off the current will
pull us into it sid(•ways and that's even worse than going
straight in. So if that happens I'll try to straighten out and
slide into it !wad on ."

We started down according to plan, but as we climbed
out of the first trough we were a little to the side of our
intended track and being shoved sideways faster than w~
could compensate. Motor roaring, we were swinging too soon
and too fast. And then the current dragged us down into the
huge hole. It buried us under tons of cascading water. And
then it spat us out again, into the swift but even current at
the canyon wall. We began a shaky, spluttering cheer, but
it faded as the raft tilted up on the shoreward side, stopped,
and rotated slowly in a half circle before continuing downriver. We had run up on a rock and badly sliced through
two sections of the doughnut.
After six hours of fruitless effort on a sand bank the
boatmen finally conceded that the rip could not be repaired.
We pushed on with the center sausage rearranged to compensate for the sag. \Ve made camp on a fluted limestone
terrace like the one Powell described so far upriver at Marble
Canyon. It was enchanting - as if we dwelt on Roman Steps
leading from the river's edge to the outside world above.
Later, going about our routines in the glare of the electric
light, casting shadows whose odd proportions seemed to
change with every step, we seemed to caper up and down
the ledges like weird proto-people. But after supper, as we
chatted around the campfire, the only light coming from the
fire and from the three-quarter moon overhead, it was as if
a suburban backyard barbecue had been transported magically into the depths of the silent and austere silver-chased
gorge.
We took to the river early the following morning, for
with the sloppy underwater silhouette of our second raft
speed was measureably reduced and thirty miles of placid
river still separated us from Lava Falls. That distance turned
out to be a gallery of canyon beauty: twice bighorn sheep
sneered down at us from the ledges on which they posed,
and twice wild burro bands stared in wonder as we glided
past. What looked like an eagle stared arrogantly from his
canyon ledge throne.
When at last we reached Lava Falls we saw at once
why its reputation was so formidable. It looked horrible.
Rocks extend out from the left side to nearly the center of
the river, and along the right the water is boiling up so
violently that it seemed inevitable our rafts would be battered to shreds and tied into knots. We tried to keep to the
center, and were slammed first to one side and then to the
other, pressed down into the huge holes and heaved up
through solid walls of water. It was as if we had launched
our rafts into wild ocean surf to get downriver. Beyond Lava
Falls the river is gentle, as if alarmed at its own capacity for
violence. It carries us smoothly through a lava-dominated
length of canyon:

August 25. - ... We have no difficulty as we
float along, and I am able to observe the wonderful
phenomena connected with this flood of lava. The
canyon was doubtless filled to a height of 1,200 to
1,500 feet, perhaps by more than one flood. This
would dmn the water back; and in cutting through
this great lava bed, a new channel has been formed,
sometimes on one side, sometimes on the other. ...
What a conflict of water and fire there must
have been here! Just imagine a river of molten rock
running down into a river of melted snow. What
a seething and boiling of the waters; what clouds
of steam rolled into the heavens!
Thirty-five miles today. Hurrah!
We camped on another sandbar, and the following
morning set out early as before. The canyon is appreciably
wider here, and supports a wider variety of growing things
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than we have seen above. At Mile 193)~ we saw a second
pontoon, apparently a mate to the one half-buried in the
talus slope nearly one hundred sixty miles upriver. A little
farther on we became so absorbed in a drama enacted over
our heads that we forgot the river entirely, the first time since
leaving Lee's Ferry that this had occurred. A cream and
black osprey, Hying slowly and regally upriver with some
small morsel of prey clutched in its talons was suddenly
strafed by a pair of crows who Hew at the big bird's head.
Then one hung back while the other darted repeatedly close
over the osprey's back. We all watched spellbound. As the
crow lunged in on the attack again, we all cried out in alarm:
our raft was plunging out from under us into 217 Mile Rapid.
When we had grabbed hold and turned back to the birds
again, the osprey was Hying aimlessly and the two crows were
dropping swiftly to earth. We lazed on, basking in the warm
sun Hashing off the river's undulating surface.

August 27.- . .. About eleven o'clock we came
to a place in the river which seems much worse
than any we have met in all its course . ... We find
that the lateral streams have washed boulders into
the river, so as to form a dam, over which the water
makes a broken fall of 18 to 20 feet; then there is
a rapid, beset with rocks, for 200 or 300 yards, while
on the other side, points of the wall project into
the river. Below, there is a second fall; how great,
we cannot tell. Then there is a rapid, filled with
huge rocks, for 100 or 200 yards. At the bottom
of it, from the right wall, a great rock projects quite
halfway across the river. It has a sloping surface
extending upstream, and the water, coming down
with all the momentum gained in the falls and
rapids above, rolls up this inclined plane many feet,
and tumbles over to the left . ...
After supper Captain Howland asks to have a
talk with me . ... He thinks that we had better
abandon the river here . ... All night I pace up
and down a little path, on a few yards of sand beach,
along by the river. It is wise to go on? I go to the
boat again to look at our rations . ... But for years
I have been contemplating this trip. To leave the
exploration unfinished, to say that there is a part
of the canyon I cannot explore, having already
nearly accomplished it, is more than I am willing
to acknowledge, and I determine to go on.
The Howland brothers and William Dunn did climb
out after helping with the portage to the head of Separation
Rapid. They were never seen alive again, except by the
Shivwits Indians who filled them with arrows.
Separation Rapid is calmed now by the silt which the
river releases as it slows for its entrance into Lake Mead.
So are the others in the lower end of the canyon through
which Powell raced for his life a century ago. With that in
mind, and the long, hot level pull across Lake Mead to
Temple Bar, we put into Diamond Creek, deflated the rafts
and packed the gear into a stakebed truck. As we made our
final camp at the edge of the river, some of us, I think, were
secretly pleased the trip was nearly over. The primitive spell
of the canyon had become oppressive for them. Others were
sorry that they must return so soon to their usual routines.
Two and a half days after they had plunged through
Separation Rapid without mishap, Powell and his men
emerged at last from the Grand Canyon:
MARCH I
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August 29. - ... The relief from danger and
the joy of success are great. When he who has been
chained by his wounds to a hospital cot until his
canvas tent seems like a dungeon cell, until the
groans of those who lie about tortured with probe
and knife are piled up, a weight of horror on his
ears that he cannot throw off, cannot forget, and
until the stench of festering wounds and anaesthetic drugs has filled the air with its loathsome burthen, - when he at last goes out into the open field,
what a world he sees! How beautiful the sky, how
bright the sunshine, what "floods of delirious music"
pour from the throats of birds, how sweet the fragrance of earth and tree and blossom! The first
hour of convalescent freedom seems rich recompense for all pain and gloom and terror.
Something like these are the feelings we
experience tonight . ...
At Diamond Creek the sky clouded over and the temperature dropped during the night. At dawn, fat, splattery
drops of rain began to fall. We broke camp and hurried to
load the last of our gear into the truck, for if the rain were to
wash out the fragile road, we could be trapped there for days.
The truck jounced and slithered up the slippery mud ruts
and we huddled in the back shivering in our light clothing
with only a few plastic dropcloths for protection. The rain
became colder, heavier, more determined. The truck was
mired, shoved forward and at last emerged from the wilds
at Peach Springs, on U.S. 66. There we sprinted the last ten
miles to Grand Canyon Caverns where the coffee shop had
been alerted to our impending arrival and stood ready with
jugs of coffee, hot cakes, eggs and potatoes. We toppled wet
and frozen from the truck and staggered inside.

August 30.- ... We are in great expectancy,
for we hope every minute to discover the mouth
of the Rio Virgen. Soon one of the men exclaims:
"Yonder's an Indian in the river." Looking for a
few minutes we certainly do see two or three persons. The men bend to their oars and pull toward
them. Approaching, we see that there are three
white men and an Indian hauling a seine, and then
we discover that it is just at the mouth of the longsought river.
As we come near, the men seem far less surprised to see us than we do to see them. They evidently know who we are, and on talking with them
they tell us we have been reported lost long ago,
and that some weeks before a messenger had been
sent from Salt Lake City with instructions for them
to watch for any fragments or relics of our party
that might drift down the stream. . . .
Beginning with the six men who completed the first
river passage of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado in 1869,
it was eighty years before the one hundredth individual had
accomplished the feat. That was in 1949. Five years later,
in 1954, two hundred people had made the canyon run. Our
party was among the last of the estimated 2,500 people who
ran the river in 1968. This year, both the centennial of
Powell's expedition, and the fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of Grand Canyon National Park, as many as five
thousand people are expected to brave the rapids.
There can be no question that the Grand Canyon has
been civilized. But it's not yet been tamed, not by a long way.

PANORAMA -

GRAND CANYON -

FROM POINT SUBLIME

by John Blee, Western Ways

Composite spectators' view created by Peter Balastrero
of Western Ways, Tucson, from five original color
transparencies by photographer John Blee who was
inspired by the classic drawing of William Henry Holmes,
reproduced in our June, 1968 issue.

A TRIBUTE TO THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
BY EDWARD H. PEPLOW, JR.
EDITOR'S NOTE
The date was February 26, 1919. The place was the
Executive Office in the White House, Washington, D.C.
Behind the desk a man was reading an Act of Congress handed
to him by an aide for his signature. Apparently he liked what
he read. He signed the bill with a fiourish thereby creating
what was then a remote parcel of real estate in Northcentral
Arizona into Grand Canyon National Park, adding, perhaps,
the most radiant jewel of all into the tiara of scenic jewels that
is America's richest, natural heritage. The man's name was
Woodrow Wilson, one of the most erudite of all our presidents.
This year marks the soth anniversary of Grand Canyon
National Park, when it is estimated 2,ooo,ooo people will
visit the area, most of them viewing the grandest Canyon of
them all from South and North Rims. Some s,ooo visitors
are expected to take the boat trip through Marble and Grand
Canyons, while several thousand others will hike into the
Canyon's depths, reading on canyon walls the eloquent story
inscribed there of Earth itself.
The Grand Canyon story has no beginning nor ending.
The Grand Canyon National Park story began fifty years ago.
It is a story that will never end. Behind that story is the story
of the National Park Service, one of America's most illustrious
sagas in public service. Author Edward Peplow continues as
follows:

Not only the early autumn chill made the men sit close
Qbout the campfire. Their voices were hushed as they tried
somehow to put into words the feelings of awe, of wonder
Qnd delight, they sought to express.

The silence of the ages filled the voids in the conversation,
accented by the fluid murmuring of a nearby stream and the
occasional soft rustle of a night creature in the great forest.
Overhead the inky, vaulted dome was alive with stars a man
could almost touch, and from every vantage point could be
seen silhouettes of majestic mountains rising up as though to
lead the thoughts of men to higher things.
U. S. Cavalry sentinels kept an alert vigil around the camp,
for a party of a hundred or more Crow warriors had been
spotted watching them that day, September I g, I 870. But
Nathaniel P. Langford, Cornelius Hedges and Gen. Henry
Washburn, leaders of the exploration party, were preoccupied
with matters far headier than their personal safety.
It was with unabashed reverence these three rugged and
sophisticated gentlemen and their ten companions discussed the
incredible natural wonders they had traveled through since
leaving Helena, Montana, August I7. Today had brought the
climax, a geyser which spouted a jet of steam and water scores
of feet into the air on a schedule so regular Hedges had been
prompted to call it Old Faithful.
Langford repeated to his companions his story about old
Jim Bridger. Bridger, back before I 820, had heard of John
Colter's tales of the wonders of the country where the Yellow•
stone, the Wind and the Snake rivers rise; Mountainman Colter
had penetrated that fastness in 'o6, and Bridger had followed
suit in the early 'zos.
Like Colter, Bridger was not one to talk much. It was too
easy for a man to get the reputation of telling windies, and then
nobody took any stock in whatever he said. But a few men, like
Langford, had more vision than most and could be trusted.
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Langford had come to the Montana Territory from Minnesota
in '62 and had quickly distinguished himself and had been
named Collector of Internal Revenue for the Territory. He
didn't laugh at Bridger.
Neither did David Folsom and two companions who had
heard some of the tales. In I 869 they had armed themselves
well and gone into the Yellowstone country. But when they
returned they refused to talk for fear their compatriots in Helena
would laugh at them.
Thus on that fateful night in I 870 the Langford party had
much to discuss. Should they tell of the forests, the mountains,
the game, the rivers and lush valleys, the verdant meadows, the
great waterfalls, and the hot springs and spouting geysers they
had seen? Should they try to describe the grandeur, the majesty
and the awesome splendor of the scene?
Why not? They were thirteen prominent, reputable, sober
men, and they had a military escort under Lt. Gustavus Doane
to corroborate their testimony.
Then the talk turned to more vital matters. What steps
should they take to claim the land and its wonders? One sug•
gestion was that each man lay claim to an individual, equal
acreage of such size that the whole woul4 encompass the
principal marvels of the area around Old Faithful.
Another, more acceptable suggestion was that the entire
party lay claim to the whole area, that ownership be communal
with each man owning an equal interest in the whole so that no
one man could claim personally a more desirable site.
But Hedges, with Langford's and Gen. Washburn's sup·
port and prompting, held that such wonders should not be
privately owned by either an individual or a group. They should
belong to the nation. And gradually, around that campfire in
the heart of one of the world's grandest wildernesses, the concept
of a national park was born.
When at last, exhausted but exhilerated, the men stretched
out to sleep, only one in the thirteen still favored private exploita·
tion. Surely that was a night when morning stars sang together.
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Back in Helena the men faced two problems. The first was
to convince their friends and the man in the street of the wonders
they had seen. It took a while; but their reputations, the size of
their party and their persuasive abilities were all in their favor.
William Clagett, congressman from Montana, became an
important ally.
So effective were their efforts that in I 87 I two recon·
naisance parties entered the Yellowstone country, one a military
expedition and the other a geological survey under Dr. F. V .
Hayden. Both of these came out with not only verbal con·
firmation of the Langford· Hedges reports but with many photo•
graphs as welL The day was virtually won.
In December of I 87 I, a bill creating Yellowstone National
Park was presented in the U. S. Senate and passed within six
weeks. Four weeks later the House of Representatives followed
suit, and on March I, I 872, President William Howard Taft
signed the measure which brought into being the world's first
national park.

Commemorative medal for the
50th anniversary of Grand Canyon National Park.
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The act" dedicated and set apart as a public park or pleasur•
ing ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the people" nearly
I, I oo square miles of some of the world's most awe-inspiring
scenic wonders. Nat Langford's role in the process was recog·
nized by his appointment as first superintendent of Yellowstone
National Park, a post he filled for five years without either pay
or funds to run the park.
For years thereafter Langford, Hedges, Gen. Washburn
and those who had worked so diligently to help create the park
must have suffered bitter disappointment. Poachers hunted the
area indiscriminately; entrepreneurs promoted one illegal scheme
after another to exploit the geological and other natural resources
of the park. A welter of laws were passed in the cause of "con·
trolling" what went on in the park, then were repealed.
The whole problem became so confused that what few funds
finally were allocated for running the park were withdrawn,
and the Army was called upon to take over. The Department
of Agriculture at times shared responsibility with the Depart•
ment of the Interior (which had original jurisdiction) and the
Army. The national park idea seemed to be in deep trouble.
Great ideas, however, die hard. Inspired by the idea of
Yellowstone, people elsewhere pressed for the creation of other
national parks to protect the wonders in their sections of the
country. In I 890 three national parks were established in Cali·
fornia: General Grant ( now part of Kings Canyon) to protect
the General Grant Tree and other huge trees; Sequoia, includ·
ing Mt. Whitney, Kern River Canyon and trees 20·30 feet
thick; and Yosemite, with its beautiful valley, high cliffs, spec•
tacular waterfalls and its giant trees.
Over the course of the next thirty years other wonder areas
were brought under the protection of national park status. These
included Mt. Rainier ( I 899), the Platt ( I 902), Crater Lake
( I902 ), Wind Cave ( I903 ), Mesa Verde ( I906 ), Glacier
( I 9 I o), Rocky Mountain ( I 9 I 5), Lassen Volcanic ( I 9 I 6),
Hawaii (I 9 I 6 ), and Mt. McKinley ( I9 I7 ). Not until I9 19,
however, did Acadia, in southeastern Maine, Zion, in south·
western Utah, and the Grand Canyon, in northern Arizona,
make the list.
By the time Grand Canyon National Park was created
there was a duly constituted agency of the Federal Government
to administer the national parks, a clearly enunciated policy to
follow, and the recognition of Congress that the agency needed
funds to perform the duties with which it was charged.
The National Park Service, however, had many troubles
aborning, while Grand Canyon National Park seemed at times
destined not to be born at all, as chronicled elsewhere in this
issue.
The idea of creating a National Park Service might not
have succeeded for many years had it not been for John ("John
of the Mountains") Muir, the father of Yosemite, and Teddy
Roosevelt, the father of American conservationism. Roosevelt
described a visit to the wilderness of the Sierras in I 903 with
Muir as "the grandest day of my life." It was followed by more
than two weeks in Yellowstone in company of John Burroughs,
the eminent naturalist.
Roosevelt brought the power of the presidency to bear and
stumped for measures to provide adequate and efficient admin·
istrative controls for the natural, scenic, scientific and historical
wonders of the nation. His first success came in I 906 with the
enactment of Iowa Congressman John Lacey's "Act for the
Preservation of American Antiquities." This enabled the Presi·
dent to establish by proclamation national monuments to protect
nd preserve scientific and historic landmarks on the public
lands, and Roosevelt, of course, was prompt to use the power.

The Antiquities Act, however, did nothing toward alle·
viating the problems of administration and its financing of the .
national parks and monuments. The Departments of War,
Agriculture and Interior still shared piecemeal jurisdiction and
responsibility, and all three lacked funds and authority.
Interior, created in r 849 largely for the purpose of admin·
istering the growing riches created by the settlement and explora·
tion of the West, seemed the logical home for a National Park
Service. In I 9 I 2 President Taft began a campaign to bring such
an agency into being within Interior, and his Secretary of
Interior, Franklin K. Lane, helped. The authorization of a water
storage reservoir and hydroelectric plant in Yellowstone's Hetch
Hetchy Valley despite the bitter opposition of such conserva•
tionists as John Muir and the Sierra Club, served national notice
of the seriousness of the need.
Finally the advent of war in Europe in r 9 I 4 obviated
American travel to the continent and turned the eyes of Ameri·
cans to their home land. It was to this newly interested audience
that Lane preached his gospel that, "If the railroads were con·
ducted in the same manner as the national parks, no man would
be brave enough to ride from Washington to Baltimore."
It was at this juncture that Stephen T. Mather came on the
scene. Mather was a restless, energetic, 47•year-old alumnus of
the University of California (as was Lane) who had made a
fortune from his "2o-Mule-Team" brand of borax. He wrote
Lane criticizing the manner in which the national parks were
administered, and Lane replied, in effect, if you don't like it,
come to Washington and try doing it yourself.
Mather did. He proceeded on the thesis that Congress
responds to public pressure. But the public was not going to
press for a National Park Service until the public knew the parks
and what they were all about. The public, however, couldn't
get to know the parks unless the parks were accessible by the
now popular automobile and, especially, until a segment of the
public sufficiently large to make itself heard in Washington
knew about the parks' plight and demanded an improvement
in conditions.
Accordingly, Lane undertook - despite some serious
opposition - a program of road building and promotion. He
organized automobile caravans to visit the parks on guided tours
and camping trips. He held. conferences and seminars in various
parts of the country. He enlisted the help of influential editors
in his publicity efforts. He generated reams of space in national
publications by taking the padlocks off automobiles.
That's right. Padlocks! At Yosemite the visitor had to allow
his aut.omobile to be chained to giant logs and padlocked, with
the key left at headquarters. At Yellowstone cars were banned
from the park completely. Mather realized such practices were
not only anathema to the American spirit but that they excluded
from the enjoyment of the wonders all but the rugged individ·
uals who could stand the rigors of prolonged hikes.
Mather's efforts captured the audience he needed. Despite
a plethora of political obstacles, Mather succeeded in getting a
bill creating a National Park Service as an agency of the Depart•
ment of the Interior introduced into Congress. An issue of the
National Geographic Magazine devoted largely to the wonders
of the national parks was published during the hearings, and
even the tortuous maizes of Congress could no longer perpetuate
the confusion. President Woodrow Wilson signed the bill into
law on August 25, I9I6.
It had taken more than 44 years since the creation of Yellowstone, the first national park, for the country to provide
adequate means for the accomplishment of the goals for which
Yellowstone and other parks and monuments were established.

Incidentally, the difference between a National Park and
a National Monument is, basically, two-fold: the Congress
must create a park, but a monument may be created by executive
proclamation; and a park usually is a spacious area, essentially
primitive or wilderness in character, with great scenic and
natural wonders which require protection for their preservation
for the benefit and enjoyment of all the people, while a monu•
ment is made of an area the principal attraction of which is an
object of historical, prehistorical or scientific interest.
The act establishing the National Park Service directs that
the Service " shall promote and regulate the use of the . . .
national parks, monuments, and reservations .. . by such means
and measures as conform to the fundamental purposes of the
said parks . .. which purpose is to conserve the scenery and the
natural and historic objects and the wildlife therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such
means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of
future generations."
This is remarkably close to what Langford, Hedges and
W ashburn and company had had in mind that night in I 870
around the campfire . But neither they nor the authors of the
bill could have foreseen the magnitude of the challenge their
idea presented. If they had, they probably would not have been
brash enough to promulgate it.
Today more than 200 areas around the country come under
the administrative supervision of the National Park Service,
including national parks, monuments, memorials, and historical
and military parks and sites. Each is staffed by personnel who
must be among the most dedicated in the world. ( If they
weren't, they'd get some less nerve-wracking employment, like
steeple-jacking, deep-sea diving, or lion taming! )
A quick survey of the hats a typical ranger in the National
Park Service must be prepared to wear if he expects to rise to
supervisorial status is appalling. First, obviously, he must be a
great outdoorsman. He must understand both wildlife and people - of which the latter is by far the more difficult. He must
be prepared at a moment's notice to switch from the role of
accomplished greeter and host to that of daredevil to rescue the
foolhardy or fight a blazing forest fire.

When occasion arises he must be able to shoot a marauding
bear with a tranquilizing gun or to soothe with words an irate
member of the public- and he must stoutly resist the temptation
to use the former means on the latter. He must be lawman and
hotelman, forester and restaurateur, teacher and servant, philosopher and administrator, diplomat and guide.
The ranger must have at least a smattering of a number of
disciplines and real expertise in at least one or more. These
include geology, zoology, botany, archaeology, anthropology,
ecology, entomology, forestry, nature education, nature recrea•
tion, physical geology, wildlife management and resource
conservation.
He must keep current in the thinking and techniques of
the Service by undergoing periodic intensive training at the
Horace M. Albright Training Center at Grand Canyon
National Park in Arizona. And he must keep his communications skills polished by attending the Stephen T. Mather Interpretive Training and Research Center, Harpers Ferry, West
Virginia.
In the course of the 53 years since the National Park Service
was established many important landmarks have been brought
under its aegis, and there is almost universal agreement that the
Service has done a remarkable job of accomplishing the difficult
assignment given it by Congress. But its greatest accomplish·
ment has been its recruitment of the dedicated, highly educated
and unbelievably patient personnel essential to fulfill the Ser•
vice's two obligations toward the areas it administers: provide
for their use by the public but at the same time preserve them
for future generations.
Messrs. Langford, Hedges and Washburn, along with
Franklin Lane, Steve Mather and Teddy Roosevelt, no doubt
are looking down on their handiwork well pleased that in today's
complex and highly commercial world the backing for the idea
of the National Park Service is even stronger than it was the
first night in I 870 around the campfire when twelve out of
thirteen Americans enthusiastically endorsed it.
Today, thanks to their vision and dedicated effort there
still are in America many places where the morning stars sing
together and men can shout for joy.

East from Tiyo Point, North Rim, Grand Canyon Nat' l. Park
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ADVICE TO APRIL
April, with your fresh clean gown,
Of curly leaves and thistledown,
With tulips in your soft brown hair
And a saucy veil of dew to wear Why are you then so sad of eye?
Tell me, April, why do you cry?
What matter if your dress of green
II one that we have often seen?
Let's see the sunshine of your smile;
Your wardrobe's never out of style.
Chin up, April, dry those tears You haven't looked so young in years!

OATMAN STORY (Continued ) :

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Torres.
SAGUARO, Exclusive Gifts
and Mexican Imports.
Fine Mexican Foods.
3439 S. Main St.
Elkhart, Ind. 46 5 I 4·

-Jean Conder Soule
WOODS IN SPRING
Passing by
The deep woods,
As I have done
Each day,
Strange
H ow illusive spring
Fashioned green from gray.
N ow
The early colors,
Aa I move
Slowly by,
Speak
Of the season's promise;
A close bird-cry. - William Beyer
SMOKE
, , , , it spirals from a chimney
, , , . ( purple iris from a vase);
It aways and swirls
from huge smokestacks.
On calm days it i~ a string
auspended from the sky.
In the fireplace at night
It Is a puff of blue velvet
ehot with reddish gold
and crimson arrows.
ut the threnody of it is
the mountainous mass of twisting,
billowing, leaping sable and flame
ucending from the holocaust
of a forest fire that is
out of control. - N onee Nolan.
SELAH

For Betsy and her Mother
April!
Whirling me awake
with your sudden green of swaying willows,
your lilacs' lace, fresh scented from late rain pril, splashing your pulsing yellow dust .
n rainbowed tulips - today I'll
pill you through my fingers
reathlessly.
lutching
no bird for death,
prisoning
no love,
no dreamI'll open my hand for you, April,·
xculting in your vibrant
tr nslency. -Emily Sargent Councilman
WHERE' S CLANCY?
A man asked me the other day,
Was Clancy's Bar up that•a•way?
wasn't pointing east or west,
But pointed up where Angels rest.
N w there's no Bars where Angels sing,
ut C lancy, that's a different thing.
might be up, or down below,
I told the man, " I wouldn't know."

-Wm. L.A.rh

Mexican scenes. We didn't know how Mexican
food would be a~cepted in our area. There are
no such stores here. So far, thanks to the people
of Arizona, Texas, and California, Mexican food
is very popular. We enjoy the program High
Cha{'arral, very much.

• That a saguaro would wander so far from
home a.r Elkhart, Indiana, i.r one of the won•
ders of modern communications. If any of
our readers ever get to Elkhart, {'lea.re dro{'
in on Saguaro, 3439 S. Main St., and order
a {'late of tacos, chili, enchilada.r or beans.
Tell Betty or Enrique Torres that ARIZONA
HIGHWAYS .rent you. We'll bet a good Mex•
ican centavo you will .not be disa{J{'ointed .
. . The story of the Oatman family in your
Nov. I 968 issue was most touching. How
terrible it must have been for Lorenzo, a young
boy, left for dead by the Indians, to find two
sisters taken as captives and the rest of his family
massacred. Your author mentioned he .eventually
became a farmer in Illinois. The tragedy, though,
must have haunted him all his life.
Mrs. Velma Swathmore,
Montgomery, Alabama

• Our Oatman Story wa.r, for magazine {'Ur•
{'o.re.r, understandingly brief. Lorenzo Oatman,
an intensely religious {'erson, grew U{' to be
a fine man (.ree {'hoto) and a.r far as we know
lived a full and ha{'{'y life de.r{'ite the horror
of hi.r youth.
VIVA EL SAGUARO:
. . . We thought you might be interested to
know how much we appreciate your magazine.
As a Christmas present, my aunt gives us ARI•
ZONA HIGHWAYS , every year. It is just like
getting a present each month.
The January, I 969 saguaro issue, particularly
interested us, as you can see by the letterhead.
We opened our store, June 30, I968. It is
marked by a z 5 foot saguaro, covered with
cement, and painted. We are keeping the January
issue of the saguaro, on our counter, for all the
customers to enjoy. Everyone praises the maga•
zine, for its beautiful pictures.
I am an artist, so I have decorated the interior
of our store with many saguaros, and appropriate
- H-
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OUR INDEX :
. . . We are enclosing the I 967 Index to the
Arizona Highways Magazine - they finally got
into print.
We are also enclosing a list of the available
indexes and the price. We would be most appreci•
ative if this could be printed in the magazine one
of these months. The mailing address is: Depart•
ment of Library and Archives, State Capitol,
Phoenix, Arizona 8500. The checks should be
made out to: Arizona State Library Association.
Any profit goes into the scholarship fund of the
Association for students of Library Science taking
graduate programs.
CURRENT PRICE LIST OF ARIZONA
HIGHWAYS CUMULATIVE INDEXES.
I9Z5 • I95I, $z.oo; I95Z • I96I, $z.oo;
I96z supplement, $1.oo; I963 supplement,
$1.oo; I964 supplement, $1.oo; I965 sup•
plement, $ 1.00; I 966 supplement, $ 1.50;
I 96 7 supplement, $ 1.50.
Mrs. Marguerite B. Cooley,
Director,
Dept. of Library and Archives
State Capitol
Phoenix, Arizona

• Many readers have a.rked us about an index
for our magazine. We do not {'Ut out an index
but are ha{'{'y to {'a.r.r along the above infor•
mation for those interested. The Arizona State
Library Association doe.r a .rU{'erb iob in index•
ing ARIZONA HIGHWAYS and fund.r realized
from .rale of the.re indexes, we assure you, go
to a mo.rt worthy cau.re.
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OPPOSITE PAGE
" IN DEER CREEK GORGE" BY DAVID MUENCH. This spectacular photo was
taken in a sliver of Kaibab National Forest which reaches down to the Colorado River
between Grand Canyon National Monument and Grand Canyon National Park. Our
photographer tells us this scene was about I oo yards from the Colorado and is one of the
scenic rewards afforded those who take the river trip from Lee's Ferry through Marble
and Grand Canyons.
·
BACK COVER
" FLOATING THROUGH MAJESTIC MARBLE CANYON" BY DAVID
MUENCH. This is one of the treasured views that boat travelers down the Colorado see
in Marble Canyon. One of the last official acts of President Johnson was affixing his name
to a document setting aside nearly 30, 000 acres of Marble Canyon as a National Monu•
ment, adding another treasure to the National Park Service areas in our state. Travelers
on Alt. 89 from Flagstaff north to Jacob Lake and Utah cross Marble Canyon over Navajo
Bridge, one of our state's major achievements in road building .

